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ENGLISH 501: FOUNDATIONS OF GRADUATE ENGLISH 
Fall 2011, Tuesdays 6:00-8:30, MC 229 

 
Darcy L. Brandel       Office/Phone: MC 262 / 313.927.1447 
Depart of English and ML      Office hours: W 3-4 pm, Th 10-11 am 
dbrandel@marygrove.edu      Additional hours available by appt. 
 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
This course will introduce students to graduate studies in English literature and language. The course will emphasize 
current professional issues in the field, various theoretical approaches to literature and language, their practical applications 
in writing and teaching, and the principles and procedures of scholarly research. This course is designed to realize all three 
major goals of the College mission: to develop in students the skills necessary to understand and participate effectively in 
the world; to foster in students the compassion to care about and respect the worth and dignity of people; and to promote 
the commitment to act responsibly for the building of a more just and humane world.  
 
 
COURSE OUTCOMES 
 
By the end of this course, each student will:  
1. Understand key current issues in the field of English. 
2. Gain an overview of the history of rhetoric and teaching composition. 
3. Understand the importance and elements of the writing process. 
4. Gain an understanding of several critical approaches to literary works. 
5. Enhance and demonstrate your powers of literary analysis and independent critical thinking. 
6. Enhance and demonstrate your mastery of the skills of research, writing, and oral presentation within the context of 

graduate English study. 
7. Compile an annotated bibliography. 
8. Design, undertake, and write a rhetorically effective critical analysis. 
9. Respond to the communications of others in ways that encourage collaborative learning. 
 
 
REQUIRED TEXTS 
 
1.  The following required books are available for purchase in the bookstore: 
 Beatty, Paul. Slumberland (2008) 
 Beatty, Paul. Tuff (2000) 
 Beatty, Paul. The White Boy Shuffle (1996) 
 MLA Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing (3rd ed, 2008) 
 [Recommended] The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory (4th ed, 2000) 
2. Additional readings will be provided in class and/or on our Blackboard course site. 
 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
 
1. Weekly Blackboard Responses: Prior to each class, you will post a short paper (1-2 pages, double-spaced, in typescript) 
on our online Blackboard discussion forum taking up some aspect of the weekly reading that particularly engaged you. 
Your responses should demonstrate that you have thought seriously about the readings, and may reflect on ideas raised, 
consider questions about what you have read, or confront other intellectually significant issues. They should not simply 
paraphrase or summarize the author’s points, though that may be a place from which to begin to reflect. Be sure to 
reference specific passages from the reading in articulating your thoughts and questions. Blackboard responses should be 
posted *no later than midnight the evening before our class* in order to allow everyone time to read each other’s postings 
before we meet as a group. 
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2. Annotated Bibliography and Presentation of Research Article: You will be required to create an annotated 
bibliography of your secondary research for the final paper, which should include at least 7-10 sources, along with relevant 
bibliographic information, summary of contents, and evaluation of relationship to your project; more details TBA. 
Additionally, each student should present to the class an article from your annotated bibliography. You should be prepared 
to lead a class discussion of the key critical issues of the article, its main points, and how it relates to your particular project. 
You should distribute your article to the class the week before you lead your discussion of it; if you give it to me in time, I 
can get copies made or distribute the electronic address. 
 
3. Close-Reading Paper: You will be required to write an in-depth analysis (about 3-4 pages) of a section of one of the 
novels we discuss in class, in which you closely consider the language and style of the section and how it creates the effects 
it has on its audience. You will eventually revise the piece and incorporate the revised version into your final paper. 
 
4. Final Paper: Your final research paper (around 15+ pages) will be structured around your close-reading. You will 
contextualize your analysis by considering the larger implications of the novel(s) you choose. You should consult and 
integrate secondary sources about the novels as necessary to your project. Your success in this project depends on your 
ability to make connections between the novels, the secondary materials you examine, and your own insights. You should 
clear your topic with me. While we all will help you as much as we can, you should take the initiative in selecting your 
topic, identifying secondary material, doing the research, and composing and revising your paper. You will complete this 
project in stages, with several checkpoints throughout the semester. The final paper should be done using the correct MLA 
format and should be accompanied by a cover letter reflecting on your experiences completing this project. 
 
 
COURSE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
 
1.    Attendance is mandatory. Come to every class and come on time. In a discussion-based class, learning to listen and 

respond to others is as important as learning to articulate one’s own ideas and positions. The process of critical thinking 
and collective inquiry is as important as the conclusions reached. Therefore, in order to be successful in this course, it 
is essential that you attend class AND participate. If you are not able to attend, you are responsible for material missed. 
Understand, however, that no summary of a discussion can replace your own participation in the classroom learning 
process. Absence and tardiness severely compromise individual performance and inhibit the progress of the entire 
seminar.  

2.    If I detect a pattern of absence, I will recommend that you withdraw from the course. You cannot pass the course if you 
demonstrate an extensive pattern of absence. 

3. We will often begin with an informal check-in, to gauge our collective states of mind. Toward the end of each session, 
we will take time to reflect on how our seminar discussion went: what have we learned about the topic at hand, about 
our own group process, and why does any of this matter? 

4. You are expected to complete all assignments on time. If you think that you will be unable to meet a deadline, talk with 
me ahead of time to negotiate a possible extension. Your ability to meet the deadlines of this course will be factored 
into your overall evaluation. 

5. Plagiarism is a serious breach of academic honesty and discipline. You are responsible for understanding and 
complying with the policy on plagiarism as described in the graduate catalog. Plagiarized assignments are given a 
grade of 0/E. Any student guilty of plagiarism or cheating is reported to the Dean. Such offenses may result in 
academic probation, suspension, or dismissal from the college. 

6. Marygrove College maintains a supportive academic environment for students with disabilities.  To ensure equal 
access to all educational programs, activities and services, students with disabilities should notify the college, provide 
documentation, and request reasonable accommodations.  If you require academic accommodations in this course, you 
must contact Disability Support Services at 313.927.1427 to establish an accommodations plan with the coordinator; I 
will be as cooperative as possible in honoring your approved accommodations plan. 

 
 

EVALUATION 
 
As your instructor, I believe that grades—and the anxiety that surrounds receiving them—are an impediment to learning. 
Grades are an extrinsic motivator that tends to coerce students into working out of fear of getting a bad grade. Conversely, 
intrinsic motivation originates from within learners themselves. The desire to learn in order to understand better a topic of 
interest is an example of an intrinsic motivator. Despite my misgivings about grades, I am required to assess your 
coursework by submitting a final course grade for each student. 
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In order to shift the focus of this course to learning goals, I will not provide letter or number grades for course work 
submitted during the semester. Instead, narrative evaluations (both written and verbal) will detail my responses to your 
synthesis of course material. Where relevant, I will offer suggestions for improvement or refinement of required 
assignments. I will translate my overall assessment of the quality of your written work and your engagement with the 
course into a letter grade for official records (see attached rubric for more details).  
 
Why use narrative evaluations? A letter or number grade alone provides little detail about a student’s learning. Such grades 
say nothing, for instance, about student engagement with the course material or intellectual growth during the semester. 
Letter and number grades typically measure learning in relation to preconceived criteria or in comparison to other students. 
A student who struggled with the course material may have learned more than a student who easily understood the material 
from the start and tested “better” on traditional exams. In order to overcome some of the deficiencies of traditional grading, 
I will utilize narrative evaluations. The benefits of narrative evaluations include: 

· helping to create a learning environment in which education is experienced as its own goal; 
· placing an emphasis on learning as opposed to ranking; 
· providing a more detailed and nuanced account of a student’s involvement with course material and overall 

quality of work produced; 
· changing instructor/student interactions from a focus on hierarchy to emphasis on relationship and co-

learning, and therefore better facilitating communication between instructors and students; 
· eliminating the mystery of instructor expectations about student performance; 
· promoting creativity and intellectual development; 
· promoting a personal motivation to learn and an overall classroom culture of learning. 

 
ENGLISH 501 GRADING RUBRIC 

 
 A  RANGE B  RANGE C  RANGE E  RANGE 
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ATTENDANCE 
(10%) 

 

 
� on-time arrival and perfect 
to nearly perfect class 
attendance 
 

 
� on-time arrival and 
regular class attendance 

 
� frequent late arrivals but 
regular class attendance 

 
� frequent late arrivals and 
absences 
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PARTICIPATION 
(10%) 

 
� extensive participation in 
every class and/or optional 
blackboard discussion 
 

 
� regular participation in 
class and/or optional 
blackboard discussion 

 
� occasional participation in 
class or optional blackboard 
discussion 

 
� infrequent or no 
participation in class or 
blackboard discussion 
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BB RESPONSES 
(10%) 

 

 
� full, thoughtful, and on-
time responses for all readings 
 

 
� occasionally brief but on-
time responses for all 
readings 

 
� brief and occasionally late 
responses for most readings 

 
� infrequent and/or 
irrelevant late responses for 
some of the readings 
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STUDENT-LED 
DISCUSSION 

(5%) 
 

 
� excellent facilitation of 
discussion: demonstrated 
strong understanding of article 
and its connection to course 
themes; prepared many 
insightful questions 
 

 
� good facilitation of 
discussion: demonstrated 
much understanding of 
article and its connection to 
course themes; prepared 
some thoughtful questions 

 
� fair facilitation of 
discussion: demonstrated 
limited understanding of 
article and its connection to 
course themes; few questions 
prepared 
 

 
� struggled to facilitate 
discussion: demonstrated 
little understanding of 
article; did not connect to 
course themes; no questions 
prepared 
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QUALITY OF 
WRITTEN WORK 

(65%) 

 
� strongest evidence of 
outcomes met: work is 
substantive and original in 
content, mature and polished 
in style; several drafts and 
revisions produced; language 
use is creative and effective; 
free of errors in grammar, 
punctuation, and spelling; 
work is well-detailed and full 
of relevant purpose, fulfills all 
requirements of assignment, 
and uses disciplinary formats 
appropriately 
 

 
� much evidence of 
outcomes met: work is 
substantive and original in 
content, but could stand 
additional polish; several 
drafts and revisions; 
language use is effective but 
not as creative as A range 
work; no serious errors in 
grammar, punctuation, or 
spelling; work could use 
improvement in specificity 
of detail, relevance of 
purpose, and/or formats 
 

 
� some evidence of 
outcomes met: work may be 
formulaic or predictable, 
with strengths and 
weaknesses evenly balanced; 
language use is inconsistent, 
offset by problems in content 
or style; errors in grammar, 
punctuation, spelling; work 
needs further development in 
demonstration of purpose, 
fulfillment of assignment, 
and/or formats 
 

 
� little to no evidence of 
outcomes met: weaknesses 
predominate over strengths; 
little or no effort at revision; 
language is plagued by 
problems in content or style; 
serious errors in grammar, 
punctuation, spelling; work 
demonstrates little  to no 
understanding of author’s 
purpose, assignment and/or 
formats 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 
 
Week 1  Intro and syllabus overview; getting acquainted; what makes a good seminar discussion? 
Sep 6  Relevant readings: Kahn, Michael. “The Seminar” (copy) 
     Palmer, Parker. “Meeting for Learning” (copy) 
     hooks, bell. Sels from Teaching to Transgress (copy)  
 
Week 2  History of rhetoric and teaching composition; the writing process 
Sep 13  Relevant readings: Knoblauch and Brannon. “Modern Rhetoric in the Classroom” (copy) 
      
Week 3   Literature as a field of study 
Sep 20  Relevant readings: Beatty, Paul. The White Boy Shuffle 
     Eagleton, Terry. “The Rise of English” (copy) 
 
Week 4  Literature continued 
Sep 27  Relevant readings: Culler, Jonathan. “What is Literature and Does It Matter?” (copy) 

   Richter, David. “How We Read: Interpretive Communities and ...” (copy) 
      

Week 5   Critics and the world 
Oct 4  Relevant readings: Beatty, Paul. Tuff 
     Said, Edward. “Figures, Configurations, Transfigurations” (copy) 
     Scarry, Elaine. “Beauty and the Scholar’s Duty to Justice” (copy) 
 
Week 6   Literature and culture 
Oct 11  Relevant readings: Culler, Jonathan. “Literature and Cultural Studies” (copy) 
     Felski, Rita. “Modernist Studies and Cultural Studies” (copy) 
 
Week 7  Literature and ethics 
Oct 18  Relevant readings: Beatty, Paul. Slumberland 
     Attridge. “Responsibility and Ethics” and “An Everyday Impossibility” (copy) 
     Schwarz and Nussbaum. Preface to Mapping the Ethical Turn (copy) 
          
Week 8  In-depth discussion of Beatty’s novels 
Oct 25  Relevant readings: All three Beatty novels and secondary articles TBA (copy) 
 
    
Week 9  *CLOSE-READING DUE BY NOON ON MONDAY, OCT 31*; library session 
Nov 1  Relevant readings: Chapter 1, MLA Style Manual and Guide to Scholarly Publishing 
  
Week 10  Discussion of annotated bibliographies; begin article presentations 
Nov 8  Relevant readings: Secondary articles on Beatty novels  
 
 
Week 11  *ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY DUE*; article presentations continued 
Nov 15  Relevant readings: Secondary articles on Beatty novels  
 
 
Week 12  Organizing and writing the critical essay; incorporating secondary sources; revising 
Nov 22  Relevant readings: TBA   
 
 
Week 13  *DRAFT OF RESEARCH PAPER DUE*: please bring 2 hard copies of your draft 
Nov 29  In-class activity:   Workshop of research paper draft 
 
 
Week 14  Final wrap-up, course and self-evaluations; additional research paper help 
Dec 6  Relevant readings: TBA 
 
Dec 13  *FINAL PAPER DUE IN MY OFFICE, MC 262* 


